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Legal Disclaimer…

The information contained within this document is strictly for educational purposes. If you
wish to apply any of the ideas contained in this document, you agree to take full
responsibility for your actions. This document is written and created by KleverSystems, as
such any results, income, profit, proof, testimonials, strategies, and systems which might
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author has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information within this
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other cause.

About Swapi

The instructions in this short document were created for
anyone who is interested in making some extra money online
quickly, without needing to spend days learning new skills, and
without cost.

You Can Do This TODAY
This system can be implemented by anyone, regardless of
experience.

NOTE:

*You will need to be able to read and write English, and be able to copy & paste.

… And generate results on the very first day of use
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E.G.

We Made $505.82 in just 4 days 
From This Product... $283.12 Was Generated In 1 Day
We'll show you this actual product, and give you access to the case study video
inside Swapi for you to check and verify.

The income shown in this screen capture is specific to the method detailed in Swapi, and just one
result out of many.

View Full Instructions - Click Here

Unique or Weird?…
In this document you’ll discover the same unique system which
we used to make the $505.82 in 4 days. 

We’ll tell you about the breakthrough system which enables
ordinary people with no special skills to legally generate income
every week from products they don't own & never promoted.

This is possibly the weirdest system you've ever seen... 
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Weird, YES… But the fact is you can now generate extra income
(affiliate commission) from other peoples digital products
without actually promoting them, like the $505.82 in the
example above or the $407.86 - $1327.61 weekly amounts below.

*Income shown above was paid to our account, All payments are 100% real, and can be verified. You can view

case studies and real proof inside, and accessible through Swapi.

So… IF

You want to make extra income online. •
You want the process to be easy. •
You don’t want to wait for results.•
And you don’t want to pay for it…•

This should be perfect for you.
Even if you are a complete beginner!

Let me introduce you to your new Swapi account…

Swapi is our brand new ‘Step by Step’ Self Selling System

It's easy to do, it works for complete beginners, it costs nothing
to use &... You won’t have to pay for it either. 

For a limited time, we’re giving away our complete 'Swapi
System' without charging for it, but only on a limited ‘first come
first served basis’. 
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We’ve created 30 free accounts… one of them is yours if you want it? and if
you hurry. Your Swapi account looks like this: See below.

Click the link below for Instant Access details

Swapi Access Instructions
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What You Get Instant Access to Today:

Your Swapi account includes complete step by step instructions
(video & written) detailing the system responsible for making us
$505.82 in 4 days (and lots more each week) from other
people's products without promoting them…

You’ll see the process, and have access to the case study videos
so you can check the results first, and then quickly start using
the system yourself… regardless of experience. 

Plus, if you claim your Swapi account now… 
…We’ve also included the $1,046.38 in 7 days' instructions.
Remember we’re not charging you for Swapi. 

How does it work?

Step 1: Follow the instructions and create your first
Evergreen system… We show you how.

•

Step 2: Pick one of the pitch systems, there are multiple
systems to use & you can do it for free.

•

EVERGREEN
As soon as your system is activated it becomes evergreen,
which means you only need to create the system once...

Once created the system enables ‘you’ the user to generate
income from other people's products legally and ethically even
though you never actually promote those products.

And you can use the same system to create unlimited different
products with just 5 - 20 minutes work whenever you want to
swap which product to target and generate income from.
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So how does Swapi make money?

Swapi users receive commission payments like they would if
they were promoting the product, I.e. as an affiliate (affiliate
marketing), only with this completely unique and unusual
system we never actually promote the product.

We never promote the products but the commission is still paid
by the owners of certain products, and they are more than
happy to pay us instantly.

Like we mentioned, the process we use is very unusual (some
would say weird), it’s totally unique (nobody else is doing this to
our knowledge), It genuinely works for complete beginners, and
it can generate real results the very first time you use it.

I.e. In the example we shared above $283.12 of the $505.82 was
generated and received in just 1 day.

And you can do this too, starting right now… 

…Without paying us a cent.

Would you like instant access to Swapi now 
(without paying for it)?

Yes? Then click the link below for Instant Access instructions

Click Here Now - Get Started Today
We will NOT charge you a single cent for Swapi today.

When you get access to Swapi today you won’t pay anything for it, it’s
yours to keep and use for as long as you wish, and we’ll never, ever charge
you anything for it. Click the link above to get started…
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